Abstract. A new proof of the representation theorem for the KontorovichLebedev transformation on distributions is given. In this paper we give a simpler proof of the representation theorem for the Kontorovich-Lebedev transformation on distributions than that which was given by Zemanian 
As is known from Bremermann [ 1 ] and Brychkov and Prudnikov [2] , a variety of integral transformations have been extended to various classes of distributions. These problems were considered by Buggle [3] , Glaeske and Heß [6] , and Zemanian [10] for the Kontorovich-Lebedev transformation which was introduced by Lebedev [7] and generalized, for example, by Yakubovich [9] . Some applications of the Kontorovich-Lebedev transformation on distributions were given by Forristall and Ingram [5] .
In this paper we give a simpler proof of the representation theorem for the Kontorovich-Lebedev transformation on distributions than that which was given by Zemanian [10] , by defining the double integral for this transformation under suitable continuity and integrability conditions on the ordinary function / as and Tricomi [4] . Let ê'(R) and 8?'(R) as usual denote the customary spaces of test functions and distributions encountered in distribution theory; see Bremermann [1] . We will show that equation (1) continues to hold when / is in W(R) with the inner integral suitably interpreted, the outer limit being in the weak topology of g"(R).
We define the generalized Kontorovich-Lebedev transform F(y) of any / in g"(R) by (2) F(y) = (f(T),Tsinh(m)KiT(y)). it follows that KjT(y) is an entire function of t in R for each fixed y > 0 and an analytic function of y > 0 for every fixed t . The Kontorovich-Lebedev transformation F(y) in (2) is also an analytic function. Indeed, £?(R) is a metrizable locally convex space with the topology generated by the following collection of seminorms (4) yPfK ( Thus with Ay / 0 we have
where roo r_-y cosh «/"-Ay cosh m _ in
It is straightforward to show that, as \Ay\ -► 0, y/^y(t) -» 0 in W(R) and (5) tends to zero.
Theorem. Let f be in %'(R), and put
Then for every <j>(x) in %(R) suchthat <f>(x)/x together with its derivatives are bounded functions we have the inversion formula (6)
where the inner integral is absolutely convergent for any e > 0. Proof. For each t in i?, K¡T(y) is an analytic function of y > 0, |Ä"!T(y)| < K0(y), K0(y) = O(lny) as y -0+, and K0(y) = 0(y-ll2e~y) as y -» oo. We first establish that for each e > 0, F(y) is in L(R+ ; A^0(y)y£_1) ; i.e., F(y) belongs to the Lebesgue space of summable functions with weight Kq (y)ye~1 ■ Indeed, since for each y > 0, Tsinh(^t)A';T(y) is in ê'(R), it then follows from the continuity of distributions that where we note that both 0r(x, t) and Q(x, x, n) are members of ê'(R). Moreover, Dp6t(x , t) -D?ß(x, x, n) tends uniformly to zero as n -► oo for all t in AT c .R and each x in R. Thus ß(x, x, «) tends to dT(x, t) in r(Ä) so that
= / /(t) , t sinh(TTT) / r/j(x, y)Kir(y) dy \ , and the limit equality (9) is also valid since the inner integral is absolute and uniformly convergent.
Next, we note that according to the integral 2.16.33.2 from Prudnikov, Brychkov, and Marichev [8] 6(x, x, e) = î^fîîi Hy<-xKix(y)Kn(y)dy n¿ Jo /s + i(s + t)\ fe + i(x-x)\ "
_ 2£_3t sinh(rtT) (e + i(x + it2Y(e) where Y(z) denotes the gamma function, see [4] . Hence applying the addition formula of the gamma function, we represent I(x, e) by I(x,e)= lf(x), 
Using the properties of the analytic representations
for distributions from Bremermann [1] , we see that 7(x, £) = 0(|x|-2) as |x| -» oo, so according to the conditions of the theorem, (7(x, £), (¡>(x)) is a regular distribution. The theorem is now completely proved.
